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Revise for the stars

DICTION, SYNTAX, AND RHYTHM 
TO GARNER STARRED REVIEWS

Find these slides at LaraWillard.com/StarEyed
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To Hear My Voice
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Find the full list at LaraWillard.com/StarEyed



VOICE—style and sound of your words

STRONG—positively remarkable + starred review

Definition of Terms

Find these slides at LaraWillard.com/StarEyed



VOICE
1. DICTION—word choice
2. SYNTAX—sentence structure
3. RHYTHM—pattern of syllables and pauses

Definition of Terms



I Wanna Give You
a Word of Warning



These principles are not for drafting.

(Save for later: LaraWillard.com/StarEyed)



Two Stages of Writing

IMPROVISE - AUDITION - CAST DESIGN - DIRECT - PRESENT

REVISIONDRAFTING



DRAFTING or REVISING?
Don’t tailor costumes 

before you cast your actors
or block out scenes

before booking a stage.

primary.com/diy/all/kids-hamilton

https://www.primary.com/diy/all/kids-hamilton




Understanding Style
✒ “The voice readers hear in your writing 

is a blend of the grammar, diction, and 
sound qualities of your language. All of 
these should fit your writing situation.”

JOE GLASER

✒ Writer’s situation—your audience & purpose
☆ Consider age, genre, tone, theme

✒ Character’s situation—their current setting 
and how their evolving emotional state 
affects their perception and our description



Concrete, Specific, Relevant, Effective
✒ CONCRETE, not just abstract—grounded in sensory experience

✒ SPECIFIC, when appropriate—not just generic

✒ RELEVANT, not random—grounded in the character, serving the story

✒ EFFECTIVE, evoking the right connotation through “sound effects” 

Star-Eyed Diction



Your Words
Flooded My Senses



Outrun the Moon
★ “Full of beautiful turns of phrase ... powerful, 

evocative, and thought-provoking”

✒ In my fifteen years, I have stuck my arm in a 
vat of slithering eels, climbed all the major 
hills of San Francisco, and tiptoed over the 
graves of a thousand souls. Today, I will 
walk on air.

HISTORICALYOUNG ADULT 1ST PERSON

STACEY LEE



Summer Bird Blue
★ “Convincing local details and dialogue, 

masterful writing, and an emotionally 
cathartic climax make this book shine”

✒ Grief is a monster—not everyone gets out 
alive, and those who do might only survive 
in pieces. But it's a monster that can be 
conquered, with time.

CONTEMPORARYYOUNG ADULT 1ST PERSON

AKEMI DAWN BOWMAN



Concrete, Specific, Relevant, Effective
✒ CONCRETE, not just abstract—grounded in sensory experience

✒ SPECIFIC, when appropriate—not just generic

✒ RELEVANT, not random—grounded in the character, serving the story

✒ EFFECTIVE, evoking the right connotation through “sound effects” 

Star-Eyed Diction



Son, Watch Your 
Tone



Choosing the right word means considering its 
definition, its history, its connotation, and its sound.

How a word sounds affects how we feel about it.



TAHEREH MAFI

Whichwood

FANTASYMIDDLE GRADE 3RD PERSON

★ “In deliciously descriptive prose, the 
confiding, familiar narrator directly engages 
the ‘dear reader’”

✒ The night was soft and all was slow and 
snow had hushed the earth into a deep, 
sound slumber and oh, winter was fast 
approaching.



Your Sentences 
Left Me 

Defenseless



Your Sentences 
Left Me 

Defenseless



Your Sentences Left 
Me Defenseless



Actors, Acting, Design, Direction
1. ACTORS—whom/what is this about? (“nouns”)
2. ACTING—what’s happening? (“verbs”)

Sentence = Play





Sentence = Play

Actors, Acting, Design, Direction
1. ACTORS—whom/what is this about? (“nouns”)
2. ACTING—what’s happening? (“verbs”)
3. DESIGN—describe which kind (“adjectives”)
4. DIRECTION—why/how/when/why? (“adverbs”)



Actors, Acting, Design, Direction
1. ACTORS—whom/what is this about? (“nouns”)
2. ACTING—what’s happening? (“verbs”)
3. DESIGN—describe which kind (“adjectives”)
4. DIRECTION—why/how/when/why? (“adverbs”)

Sentence = Play



Adjectives and adverbs are good and rich and 
nourishing. They add color, life, immediacy. [But 

when] the quality that the adverbs indicates can be 
put in the verb itself (they ran quickly = they raced) or 

the quality the adjective indicates can be put in the 
noun itself (a growling voice = a growl), the prose will 

be cleaner, more intense, more vivid.

URSULA K. LE GUIN



Writing the Breakout Novel

✒ “It is the details, the nouns and verbs rather 
than any adjectives or adverbs, that visually 
fix the scene.”

DONALD MAASS



The house stood in full sun on the slope of a ridge that seemed to sweep directly up into 
the steel-blue sky. Below it, the lane I had just driven on wound through low, dense 
woodlands, where the Jeep had plunged in and out of dark shade.  But up here there was 
nothing around the house except a sparse stand of wind-stunted oaks, several near-to- 
collapsing outbuildings, and two or three huge, freestanding bounders left, I knew, by the 
receding glacier that had formed this island. Above the house, the ridge beetled like a 
furrowed brow, matted with low-growing blueberry and huckleberry bushes. At the top, no 
trees grew at all.  I looked back and down and caught my breath at the panorama of 
Chilmark Pond and the Atlantic Ocean. It was a day of strange, erratic winds and running 
cloud shadow, and the patchwork vista below me seemed alive, pulsing with shadow and 
sun, trees and ocean moving restlessly in the wind. Somehow it disquieted me so that I had 
to turn and face the closed door of the big, old house. I had come here seeking the shelter 
of the up-island woods, but this tall, blind house, alone in its ocean of space and dazzle of 
hard, shifting light, offered me no place to hide.
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Actors, Acting, Design, Direction
1. ACTORS—whom/what is this about? (“nouns”)
2. ACTING—what’s happening? (“verbs”)
3. DESIGN—describe which kind (“adjectives”)
4. DIRECTION—why/how/when/why? (“adverbs”)

Sentence = Play







Tess of the Road
ACTOR + ACTING

✒ [A tree drops a fruit]

FANTASYYOUNG ADULT 3RD PERSON

RACHEL HARTMAN



Tess of the Road
✒ ACTOR + ACTING + DESIGN
✒ It was past midsummer, and the plum tree 

was dropping fruit onto the bricked 
walkways.

FANTASYYOUNG ADULT 3RD PERSON

RACHEL HARTMAN



Tess of the Road
✒ ACTOR + ACTING + DESIGN + DIRECTION
✒ It was past midsummer, and the plum tree 

was dropping fruit onto the bricked 
walkways, little plummy bombs that 
fermented in the sun and got the bees drunk.

FANTASYYOUNG ADULT 3RD PERSON

RACHEL HARTMAN



Tess of the Road
★ “Narrated in descriptive, sharply observant 

third-person prose”

FANTASYYOUNG ADULT 3RD PERSON

RACHEL HARTMAN



★ “Richly voiced third person narrative, tightly 
focused through Genie's point of view”

✒ Richly voiced: fresh diction & syntax
✒ Tightly focused: relevant to who Genie is, 

where he comes from, what he experiences, 
and how he feels

JASON REYNOLDS

As Brave as You

CONTEMPORARYMIDDLE GRADE 3RD PERSON



Actors, Acting, Design, Direction
1. ACTORS—whom/what is this about? (“nouns”)
2. ACTING—what’s happening? (“verbs”)
3. DESIGN—describe which kind (“adjectives”)
4. DIRECTION—why/how/when/why? (“adverbs”)

Sentence = Play



✒ ACTING: What is mom going to do if Genie 
doesn’t stop talking about honey badgers?

✒ “Boy, if you don’t go to sleep, I’m a 
honey your badger.” 

JASON REYNOLDS

As Brave as You



✒ ACTOR: What is today all about?

✒ Stupid poop. Stupid. 
Poopid. Poopidity.

JASON REYNOLDS

As Brave as You



✒ DESIGN: What kind of dogs are they?

✒ We’re talking big dogs.

JASON REYNOLDS

As Brave as You



✒ DESIGN: What kind of dogs are they?

✒ We’re talking big dogs. Dogs that 
walk down the street like body 
builders.

JASON REYNOLDS

As Brave as You



✒ DIRECTION: Where is Dad going with this 
story?

JASON REYNOLDS

As Brave as You



✒ DIRECTION: Where is Dad going with this 
story?

✒ Please include the following in your answer:
☆ A simple adverb with an adverb 

complement
☆ A prepositional phrase
☆ An embedded, compound independent 

clause
☆ An imperative

JASON REYNOLDS

As Brave as You



✒ DIRECTION: Where is Dad going with this 
story?

✒ He knew exactly where Dad was 
going with it. Straight to 
Genie please be quiet and go to 
sleep town.

JASON REYNOLDS

As Brave as You



I Am Inimitable
I Am an Original



I Am Inimitable
I Am an Original

...just look at my syntax.



1. ACTING—active, passive, progressive, linking, etc.
2. ACTORS—noun phrases, clauses, and infinitive phrases 

acting as leads, supports, nominations, or recipients
3. DESIGN & DIRECTION—noun phrases, clauses, infinitive 

phrases, absolutes, participial phrases, and prepositional 
phrases

Functions & Their Forms



You Built Me Palaces 
out of Paragraphs



Intentional rhythm reinforces
the reader’s emotional experience
of the viewpoint character’s mood.

Why Revise for Rhythm?



★ “Convincing first-person voice ... carefully crafted 
language”

✒ I am going to write it all down, so that what 
happened to me will be known, so that if someone 
were to stand at their window at night and look 
up at the stars and think, My goodness, 
whatever happened to Louisiana Elefante? 
Where did she go? they will have an answer. 
They will know. This is what happened.

KATE DICAMILLO

Louisiana’s Way Home

HISTORICALMIDDLE GRADE 1ST PERSON



Rhythm is the musical score of your scene.

Why Revise for Rhythm?



How to Revise Rhythm

“This sentence has five words. Here are 
five more words. … The writing is 

getting boring. … Now listen. I vary the 
sentence length, and I create music.”

GARY PROVOST



Sentence length is only part of the solution!

How to Revise Rhythm



PAUSES AND BREAKS—Like rests in sheet music, 
pauses and breaks in text have their own duration.

space, comma, semicolon/em-dash/parentheses, period, ellipsis;
line, paragraph, scene, chapter breaks

How to Revise Rhythm



BREATH UNITS—the number of syllables
between pauses at punctuation

 
 

How to Revise Rhythm



★ “In deliciously descriptive prose, the confiding, 
familiar narrator directly engages the ‘dear reader’”

✒ The night was soft and all was slow and snow had 
hushed the earth into a deep, sound slumber and 
oh, winter was fast approaching. … We’re a bit 
pressed for minutes at the moment (something 
strange is soon to happen and I can’t be 
distracted when it does), so we’ll discuss the finer 
details at a later time.

TAHEREH MAFI

Whichwood

FANTASYMIDDLE GRADE 3RD PERSON



Why Do You Write 
Like You’re 

Running Out of Time
BREATH?



BREATH UNITS—the number of syllables
between pauses at punctuation

short=slow or choppy; long=fast or urgent
medium=monotonous

How to Revise Rhythm



Generic vs Jason

✒ Genie followed Ernie down the 
trepidatious hill. Because the hill 
was steep, their pace quickened. 
They began to slide and tried their 
best to stay upright. Ernie had better 
balance because he was in karate. 
He could even stand on one leg for 
seventy-four seconds, Genie knew. 
Genie slipped though, because he 
was not as good at balancing.
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balance because he was in karate. 
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seventy-four seconds, Genie knew. 
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was not as good at balancing.

Generic vs Jason



✒ Genie scrambled after him, trying to step easy, but dang, that hill 
was steep. Too steep. Gravity yanked them both toward the bottom 
a lot faster than they had expected. They started to slide and 
whoa, whoa, whoa, doing everything they could to stay upright. 
Ernie had better balance—you had to have it to be any good at 
karate. I mean, he could stand on one leg for seventy-four seconds. 
Genie had counted. Genie, on the other hand, didn’t have that 
talent, and after a few seconds of sliding down the hill, he slipped. 

Generic vs Jason
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One Last Time



✒ DIRECTION: Where is Dad going with this 
story?

✒ Please include the following in your answer:
☆ A simple adverb with an adverb 

complement
☆ A prepositional phrase
☆ An embedded compound independent 

clause
☆ An imperative

JASON REYNOLDS

As Brave as You



In revision, you can use breath units to show a character’s 
physical and emotional experience of a scene.

And when you do, your reader’s breathing rate will sync 
with the lungs you wrote into being.

Craft an Emotional Heartbeat




